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A l l  i n  O n e 

M i n i 

D i c t i o n a r y  Sözlüğün son sayfalarında öğrendiğiniz kelime bilgisini 
eğlenceli kelime avı oyunlarıyla tekrar edebilirsiniz.

 Bu sözcük ve kalıpların Türkçe anlamlarını, İngilizce 
anlamlarını, eş anlamlılarını, zıt anlamlılarını ve örnek 
cümlelerini bulabilirsiniz.

 5. sınıf müfredatına uygun sözcük ve kalıpları 
kolaylıkla pekiştirebilirsiniz.

Word = Kelime
Phrase = Kalıp
Turkish meaning = Türkçe anlamı
English meaning = İngilizce anlamı
Synonym = Eş anlamlı
Antonym = Zıt anlamlı
Example Sentence = Örnek Cümle

Kelimelerin açıklamaları için
kullanılan ifadelerin anlamları:

(v) = verb = fiil
(n) = noun= isim
(adj.) = adjective = sıfat
(phr.) = phrase = kalıp / deyiş
(prep.) = preposition = edat
(v. phr.) verb phrase = öbekleşmiş fiil
(exp.) = expression = deyim / ifade
(phr. v.) = phrasal verb = fiil öbeği
(time exp.)= time expression = zaman
           ifadesi

Kelime ve ifadelerin yanındaki 
kısaltmaların anlamları:
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UNIT 1
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

arts (n) sanat (dersleri) works that humans produce with creative

skills and imagination

Art is my favourite class at school because I like drawing 

and painting flowers and animals. 

class (n) ders a course of instruction about a certain 

subject

I dislike maths classes because I don’t like numbers.

course (n) kurs lessons about a certain subject She goes to a dance course twice a week. 

elementary 

school (n)

ilkokul a school children get education at between 

the ages of five and thirteen

primary 

school

My younger sister goes to elementary school and she’s 

a third grade student.

enjoy (v) eğlenmek have a good time with a fun activity get bored They enjoy ice-skating in winter.

experiment (n) deney a scientific work to make a discovery or a 

test 

Kids do experiments in the science lab for their science 

lessons once a week. 

favorite (adj) favori, en beğe-

nilen

the most preferred popular unpopular My favorite class is history at school because I enjoy 

reading about the past.

geography (n) coğrafya the class students learn about the world Geography is boring for me because I am bad at

learning the location of different countries.

Glad to meet 

you. (exp)

Tanıştığımıza 

memnun oldum.

the expression people use when they meet 

someone for the first time

My 

pleasure.

A: Hi, I’m Laura. Nice to meet you.

B: Hello, I’m Joey. Nice to meet you, too. 

good at (adj) (bir konuda) iyi 

ve başarılı olmak

be successful about a certain subject I am good at music because I can play musical

instruments well.

grade (n) sınıf group of students in a class that a school or 

teacher divides by age or ability

My brother is a fifth grade student. 

hate (v) nefret etmek have a strong dislike to someone or 

something

dislike love I hate watching football games because they are boring 

for me.

history (n) tarih the study of past events I like reading about Turkish history because it is very 

interesting. 

language (n) (yabancı) dil a system of verbal communication that a 

particular country uses

I enjoy learning different languages, for example French 

and Italian. 
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HELLO!
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence
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UNIT 1
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

learn (v) öğrenmek get an education and information about a 

certain subject 

She is learning Greek in a course nowadays. 

maths (n) matematik the abstract science of number, quantity, 

and space

I am good at maths because I like solving problems and 

studying numbers.

music (n) müzik vocal or instrumental sounds that create 

harmony together 

I love listening to music because I feel relaxed. 

My pleasure. 

(exp)

Tanıştığımıza 

memnun oldum.

the expression people use when they meet 

someone for the first time

Glad to 

meet you.

A: Nice to meet you, Larry.

B: My pleasure, Joseph.

Nice to meet 

you. (exp)

Tanıştığımıza 

memnun oldum.

the expression people use when they meet 

someone for the first time

My 

pleasure.

A: Nice to meet you.

B: Glad to meet you, too.

physical
education (P.E.) 
(n)

beden eğitimi a lesson of instruction in physical exercise 

and games, especially in schools

My brother likes P.E. lessons because he is in the 
basketball team of his school and they practice basketball 
in these lessons.

primary school 

(n)

ilkokul a school children get education at between 

the ages of five and thirteen

elementary 

school

Primary school education is very important for children 

because it gives shape to their future education life. 

science (n) bilim, fen bilimleri the systematic study of the physical and 

natural world with observation and experiment

Science classes are not easy for me because I can’t 

understand formulas and experiments easily.

secondary 

school (n)

ortaokul the school with the level of education 

between primary school and high school 

Secondary school education prepares students to high 

school and university education. 

social studies 

(n)

sosyal bilgiler various branches of the study of human 

society

Studying and learning about social sciences is important 
for students to learn about the rules and system of the 
society. 

solve (v) çözmek find an answer to a problem It is easy to solve maths problems for students that are 

good at mathematics.

speak (v) konuşmak communicate verbally, say something to 

express a feeling or certain information

She can speak two languages; Russian and Portuguese.

study (v) ders çalışmak spend time and pay attention to gain 
knowledge on a school  subject, especially 
from books

I study regulary because I want to be successful in my 

school exams. 

talk (v) konuşmak speak to give information or express ideas 

or feelings

I should talk to my teacher about my project because I 

need her ideas for it.
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HELLO!
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence
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Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

ahead (prep) ileride, ileri further forward in time or location You should go straight ahead to reach the library 

at the end of this street.

around (prep) etrafında on every side of Turn around the corner and you’ll see the museum on 

your left.

bakery (n) unlu mamuller, 

fırın

a shop that bakes and sells cakes, cookies, etc. I buy some fresh bread for breakfast form the local 

bakery every morning.

bank (n) banka a financial establishment that customers use 

for investing money, transferring money, etc.

I should open a bank account so I go to the bank on 

Main Street.

barber shop 

(n)

berber dükkanı a shop that men go to have a hair cut My dad goes to the same barber shop for a hair cut 

every month.

between (prep) arasında in the space that seperates two places,  

objects, etc.

The grocery is between the cinema and the bank in 

downtown.

book shop (n) kitapçı, kitap 

mağazası

a shop that people buy books from Our local book shop has different types of books.

building (n) bina a structure with a roof and walls, such as a 

house 

There are many tall buildings in the city center.

bus stop (n) otobüs durağı a place that a bus regularly stops at to get 

passengers

I wait for the school bus at the bus stop opposite our 

house every morning. 

butcher (n) kasap a shop that sells meat and chicken My mother buys meat only from the butcher in our 

street because it always sells fresh meat.

castle (n) kale a large building of the medieval period with 

thick walls and towers against attacks

Thousands of tourists visit the Bodrum Castle every 

year.

cinema (n) sinema a large building that people go to see a film at movie 

theater

My friends and I always go to the cinema in the

shopping center in the city center. 

cross (v) karşıya geçmek go across, go to the other side of a street, 

etc.

Everyone should wait for the traffic lights to cross the 

street. 

UNIT 2
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MY TOWN
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

ahead (prep) ileride, ileri further forward in time or location You should go straight ahead to reach the library 

at the end of this street.

around (prep) etrafında on every side of Turn around the corner and you’ll see the museum on 
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Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

famous (adj) ünlü, meşhur someone or something that everyone knows 

and is popular

well-known Leonardo DiCaprio is a famous and successful actor.

fire station (n) itfaiye a building that firemen keep engines and 

other equipment in for stopping a fire

When there is a fire in a building, people should call 

the fire station. 

first (adv) ilk, birinci before all others in time or order last My sister’s birthday is on the first day of January. 

go past 

(v.phr)

geçip gitmek walk straight and go further You should walk past the butcher to reach the bakery. 

go straight 

(v.phr)

düz gitmek go on the same way or street, without 

changing direction

A: Excuse me! How can I go to the museum?

B: Go straight ahead, then turn left and you see the 

     museum is on the left, at the end of this street. 

grocery (n) market a place that people go to do shopping for 

their homes

I should go to the grocery to buy some eggs and milk 

for breakfast. 

library (n) kütüphane a building that people go to borrow or read 

books

Ally goes to the library to study for her exams because 

it is good to study there. 

mosque (n) cami a building that Muslims go to pray to God Sultanahmet Mosque is a famous mosque in İstanbul.

museum (n) müze a building that people go to see historical 

figures of the past

I like visiting museums because I like learning about 

history.

near (prep) yakınında close to nearby far Our house is near the cinema so I go there to see a 

new film every week.

nearby (prep) yakınında close to near far My school is nearby the playground so I go there with 

my friends after school once a week.

next to (prep) yanında beside Our house is next to the pharmacy.

UNIT 2
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MY TOWN
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence
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Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

opposite 

(prep)

karşısında on the other side of The park is opposite the art gallery and school in our 

street.

palace (n) saray a huge building of the old times that sultans, 

kings, queens, etc. lived in the past 

Topkapı Palace is a famous palace in İstanbul and 

millions of tourists visit there every year. 

pharmacy (n) eczane a shop that people buy medicine from I should go to the pharmacy to buy some medicine 

for the flu.

pool (n) havuz, yüzme 

havuzu

a small and closed area full of water that 

people swim in

I like swimming in the sea, not in a pool.

post office (n) postane a place people go to send letters, parcels, 

etc. from

I go to the post office to send a letter to my best friend 

in Edirne once a week.

science lab (n) laboratuvar a laboratory that students do experiments 

in for their science lessons at school

There are many test tubes and other equipment in the 

science lab of our school.

second (adv) ikinci the one that comes after the first one in time 

or order

They sell music CDs and DVDs on the second floor of 

the book shop in our neighborhood. 

shoe shop (n) ayakkabı 

mağazası

a shop that people buy shoes, boots, etc. 

from

The shoe shop in our street sells beautiful shoes and 

sandals.

stationery (n) kırtasiye a shop that people buy pencils, notebooks, 

erasers, rulers, etc. from

I should buy some colored pencils so I go to the 

stationery in downtown.

theater (n) tiyatro a building that people go to see a play I like going to the theater with my parents on Friday 

evenings.

tower (n) kule a tall structure of the old times that people 

built in castles, palaces, etc. to observe the 

area for safety

Topkapı Palace has a tower and guardians watched 

the area for the safety of the sultans from there in the 

past.

toy shop (n) oyuncak dükkânı a shop people, especially children buy toy 

cars, toy planes, dolls, etc. from

My son loves going to the toy shop to buy new toy 

cars.

visit (v) ziyaret etmek go to see and spend some time with 

someone

I want to visit my best friend at the weekend because 

I want to sit and chat with her.

UNIT 2
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MY TOWN
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence
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Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

blind man’s 

buff (n)

körebe a game that a blindfold player tries to catch 

other players

Blind man’s buff is my sister’s favourite outdoor game.

camping (n) kamp yapma going to the forest or woods and stay there 

in a tent to go fishing, trekking, etc. 

My dad and I go camping to Bodrum in spring and 

summer every year. 

checkers (n) dama a board game that two players play with 

pieces on a pattern of squares

Checkers is an enjoyable board game for me and my 

best friend.

chess (n) satranç a board game of strategic skill that two 

players play by moving the pieces they have

Chess is a diffcult game so players should be careful 

when they play it.

Chinese 

whispers (n)

kulaktan kulağa a game that players pass a message to 

each other with a whisper

Chinese whispers is an interesting game because the 

message can change a lot when the last player says it.

climb (v) tırmanmak go or come up a hill, tree, etc. I can climb a tree but I can’t climb a high hill. 

collecting 

stamps (n)

pul koleksiyonu 

yapma

bring together different stamps and keep 

them 

I enjoy collecting the stamps of different countries. 

count (v) saymak find out the total number of something When we play hide and seek with my close friends, I 

close my eyes, count to ten and then, look for them 

in the garden. 

dodgeball (n) yakantop a game of two teams that players form a 

circle and try to hit the opponent team with 

a ball

You should run fast when you play dodgeball.

fishing (n) balığa çıkma the activity of catching fish Fishing is fun but it is not always easy to catch fish. 

hangman (n) adam asmaca a game that one player tries to guess the 

letters of a word and the other player counts 

the failed attemtps 

I like playing hangman with my best friend because I 

usually win the game.

hide and seek 

(n)

saklambaç a game that one player closes his/her eyes 

and tries to find the other players as they 

hide from that player

Hide and seek is an enjoyable outdoor game for me 

and my classmates.

UNIT 3
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GAMES AND HOBBIES
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

blind man’s 

buff (n)

körebe a game that a blindfold player tries to catch 

other players

Blind man’s buff is my sister’s favourite outdoor game.

camping (n) kamp yapma going to the forest or woods and stay there 

in a tent to go fishing, trekking, etc. 

My dad and I go camping to Bodrum in spring and 

summer every year. 

checkers (n) dama a board game that two players play with 

pieces on a pattern of squares

Checkers is an enjoyable board game for me and my 

best friend.

chess (n) satranç a board game of strategic skill that two 

players play by moving the pieces they have

Chess is a diffcult game so players should be careful 

when they play it.

Chinese 

whispers (n)

kulaktan kulağa a game that players pass a message to 

each other with a whisper

Chinese whispers is an interesting game because the 

message can change a lot when the last player says it.

climb (v) tırmanmak go or come up a hill, tree, etc. I can climb a tree but I can’t climb a high hill. 

collecting 

stamps (n)

pul koleksiyonu 

yapma

bring together different stamps and keep 

them 

I enjoy collecting the stamps of different countries. 

count (v) saymak find out the total number of something When we play hide and seek with my close friends, I 

close my eyes, count to ten and then, look for them 

in the garden. 

dodgeball (n) yakantop a game of two teams that players form a 

circle and try to hit the opponent team with 

a ball

You should run fast when you play dodgeball.

fishing (n) balığa çıkma the activity of catching fish Fishing is fun but it is not always easy to catch fish. 

hangman (n) adam asmaca a game that one player tries to guess the 

letters of a word and the other player counts 

the failed attemtps 

I like playing hangman with my best friend because I 

usually win the game.

hide and seek 

(n)

saklambaç a game that one player closes his/her eyes 

and tries to find the other players as they 

hide from that player

Hide and seek is an enjoyable outdoor game for me 

and my classmates.
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Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

hiking (n) dağ tırmanışı a long tour of walking We go on a hiking tour in Cappadoccia with my family 

every autumn.

hopscotch (n) sek sek a children’s game that children hop into

and over the squares they mark on the 

ground in turns

Playing hopscotch is not easy because you should jump 

all the time. 

lose (v) kaybetmek come to be without a possession find My friend always loses the game when we play chess 

with her.

mountain (n) dağ a natural elevation of the Earth’s surface that 

rises with an altitude usually greater than 

600 meters

Ağrı Mountain is a very tall mountain in the east of 

Turkey. 

origami (n) origami, kağıttan 

figürler yapma

the Japanese art of folding paper into 

decorative shapes and figures

Origami is amusing for me because I like making 

shapes of birds with paper.

playing 

marbles (n)

meşe oynama playing with small balls of coloured glass I have many colorful marbles and I like playing with 

them in my free time.

sculpting (n) heykeltraşlık creating a figure by carving or other shaping 

techniques

Sculpting is my brother’s hobby because he likes 

giving shape to human figures.

soccer (n) futbol a form of football that two teams of eleven 

players play with a round ball 

The soccer team of our school wins all the games and 

becomes the champion every year. 

table tennis (n) masa 

tenisi

an indoor game similar to tennis that players 

play with small bats and a ball on a table 

divided by a net

Tennis is fun because it’s an outdoor activity but table 

tennis is boring because it’s an indoor activity.

take photos 

(v.phr)

fotoğraf 

çekmek

take a photograph of someone, a place, 

a view, etc. with a camera

I have a professional camera and I enjoy taking photos 

of lovely views with it. 

win (v) kazanmak finish first or succeed in a game, sports 

activity, etc. 

achieve lose Winning a sports game is an important achievement for 

sportsmen.

UNIT 3
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GAMES AND HOBBIES
Word / Phrase Turkish Meaning English Meaning Synonym Antonym Example Sentence

hiking (n) dağ tırmanışı a long tour of walking We go on a hiking tour in Cappadoccia with my family 

every autumn.

hopscotch (n) sek sek a children’s game that children hop into

and over the squares they mark on the 

ground in turns

Playing hopscotch is not easy because you should jump 

all the time. 

lose (v) kaybetmek come to be without a possession find My friend always loses the game when we play chess 

with her.

mountain (n) dağ a natural elevation of the Earth’s surface that 

rises with an altitude usually greater than 

600 meters

Ağrı Mountain is a very tall mountain in the east of 

Turkey. 

origami (n) origami, kağıttan 

figürler yapma

the Japanese art of folding paper into 

decorative shapes and figures

Origami is amusing for me because I like making 

shapes of birds with paper.

playing 

marbles (n)

meşe oynama playing with small balls of coloured glass I have many colorful marbles and I like playing with 

them in my free time.

sculpting (n) heykeltraşlık creating a figure by carving or other shaping 

techniques

Sculpting is my brother’s hobby because he likes 

giving shape to human figures.

soccer (n) futbol a form of football that two teams of eleven 

players play with a round ball 

The soccer team of our school wins all the games and 

becomes the champion every year. 

table tennis (n) masa 

tenisi

an indoor game similar to tennis that players 

play with small bats and a ball on a table 

divided by a net

Tennis is fun because it’s an outdoor activity but table 

tennis is boring because it’s an indoor activity.

take photos 

(v.phr)

fotoğraf 

çekmek

take a photograph of someone, a place, 

a view, etc. with a camera

I have a professional camera and I enjoy taking photos 

of lovely views with it. 

win (v) kazanmak finish first or succeed in a game, sports 

activity, etc. 

achieve lose Winning a sports game is an important achievement for 

sportsmen.




